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Group Induction
Location
All students and teachers of the arriving group are called together for a group induction.
Often they are already grouped in the carpark, prior to dispersing to their rooms. Otherwise
once they have unpacked, they are called together in Bush Pavilion.
Description
The purpose of the group induction is to welcome the new arrivals, warn them of hazards and advise
them of any procedures.

Activity Notes
The following elements must be addressed, with suggested speech written below each:

Welcome
Welcome to Kianinny. My name is ________ and activity instructors here are ____ and _____, (etc;
introduce everyone).
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This property is 100 acres, mostly of natural forests, free of weeds and rubbish. Please help us keep
it that way by placing any rubbish in bins.
We hope you stay here is fun and safe. To help you stay safe, I would like to warn you about some
hazards you may encounter:

Hazards
We have wild animals throughout Kianinny. Brushtail Possums are likely to come and ask you for
food – please don’t feed them. They also forage for food, so please ensure your room’s door is shut,
especially at night. There is no need to lock it. Please ensure all food scraps and food wrappers go
into a bin, and the lid is shut.
Red-bellied Black Snakes occur here, which are potentially venomous, though they rarely bite
anyone. Who knows what to do if you see a snake?
Yes; stand still, because they have poor vision and only detect movement. If you stand still, you
become invisible to them. Warn others by pointing and calling out “snake”. If the snake is in a
location that may be hazardous to others, please advise teachers and /or staff.
We also have several lizard species here. The magnificent Gippsland Water Dragons are often seen
around the lake. There are also Goanna / Lace Monitors. They have big teeth and claws, so just
keep a safe distance from them.
Who knows what a “Tick” is? How big are they? (Range from size of a pin-head to the size of a
match-head). They live on trees and shrubs, mostly dense shrubs near creeks. You can minimise
the chance of getting a tick by staying on the tracks, and being careful not to brush against the
shrubs. If you get a tick, see staff or teacher to remove it.
The car park has loose gravel – please don’t run.
Please do not go behind the cabins; there are various hazards there.

Boundaries
The bunkrooms, carparks, basketball / tennis court and oval are all places you can spend
your free time. Please do not go up the hill around the cabins, as this may disturb other
guests, and do not go into the forest, as we need to supervise you at all times. The pool
may only be used if there is a teacher present.
Procedures
We have a schedule for the activities. Each activity must finish on time, so please help us by
being ready at the start of each session – otherwise you could miss out on your turn, or
have less goes on the flying fox (for example).
Please come to Bush Pavilion after each activity, or when you hear the bell / clanger /
coo-ee call you.
Any questions?

Archery

Location
Archery is located on the left as you head to mini-golf. The site does not have much shade,
other than by the climbing wall or on a log at the top of the hill.
Archery targets are found on the straw wall. Upto 8 targets can be used at once; with 2
teams on each concrete pad.
A rope barrier ‘gate’ is placed across the front of each pad, with a pole at each end that
locates into a buried tube.
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Description
This is considered a specialised activity where participants may be harmed if there is poor
supervision, inappropriate behaviour or lack of instructor skill or experience.
Aims
The aim of the activity is to provide participants with a new recreation experience, develop
psychomotor skills, increase self-confidence and understand the fundamental skills and
safety issues associated with archery.
At the conclusion of the activity participants should be able to:
▪ Identify the parts of a bow, arrow and string
▪ Know the correct stance for loading and releasing an arrow
▪ Competently load and release an arrow
▪ Safely participate and understand the safety issues associated with the activity.
Activity notes
Introduction
Archery was invented for the purpose of hunting food. However, later it was used as a
combat weapon and now is used for sport. The tip of the arrow is in the shape of a bullet, so
we need to make sure that this activity is conducted in a safe manner.
The Instructor or Group Leader must keep a close watch not only on the students, but also
on the archery range to ensure it remains clear of people.
Archery Range Safety Rules
1. Participants stay back until it is their turn, all the gates are closed, and they are told archers to
the firing line.
2. They are not to pick up the bow until the instructor checks the firing range is clear, and says;
pick up your bow
3. Never point to bow at someone else
4. They are not to pick up an arrow until the instructor checks the firing range is again, and says;
nock your arrow
5. They are not to fire their arrows until the instructor checks the firing range is again, and says; fire
when ready
6. All participants must immediately stop and put the bows down if the instructor says: bows down
7. When all of a participants arrows have been fired, they must put their bows down
8. They are not to retrieve their arrows until the instructor checks that all bows are down, and says;
open the gates and retrieve your arrows
9. Walk forward to collect the arrows, never run.
10. Pick up any arrows on the ground first, so they don’t get stepped on and bent
11. Check there is no-one behind you and pull the arrow straight out.
12. When carrying arrows, always hold them to the side and never run.
13. Close the gates behind you after you return
14. Any student or person failing to abide by the safety rules, endangering themselves or others,
should be required to leave the archery range.

Demonstration
The best way to teach participants the correct stance and use of the bow and arrow is to do
a demonstration. Using the ”Archery Range Safety Rules” and the following notes –
demonstrate:
●

Stance
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Holding the bow
Nocking the arrow
Drawing the bow string
Arm away from the bow string
The release
Placing the bow on the ground with string up out of the dirt – after the release
Taking out an arrow from the target – slowly twist and pull arrow out of target

Scoring:
Cardboard =
White area =
Black area =
Blue area =

5 points
10 points
20 points
30 points

Red area =
40 points
Yellow area =
50 points
Center bull’s-eye = 100 points

Competition
Have the groups break into teams of 3, and come up with a team name. Make up numbers
with the teacher and yourself if required, or have a team of 2 that has extra turns.
Write the names on the score sheet above columns.
One person from each team will fire 5 arrows and a score will be recorded.
After everyone in the team has had a go, tally up the team’s total score for that round.
There may be three rounds with a possible deciding round. Start at the front row, and ask if
they are prepared to move to the back row after 2 rounds.
Debrief – Open ended questions.
●
●
●
●

How did you work as a group?
What were the consequences when members of your group didn’t participate?
What did you learn about archery and yourself?
Was it fun?

The 10 basic steps to shoot a bow are:
1. Stance
2. Nocking the Arrow
3. Drawing Hand and Bow Hand
4. Bow Arm and PreDraw
5. Drawing the Bow
6. The Anchor
7. Holding and Aiming
8. The Release
9. Follow Through
1. Stance
Stand with feet about shoulder width apart, at
right angles to the target.
If there is a problem with bowstring clearance to
the arm, then an open stance may be required.
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2. Bow hand
Grab the bow’s handle with the Non-dominant hand; eg left hand
The base of the thumb muscle should rest on the centreline of
the grip.
During the draw, the pressure should be taken on the thumb
muscle and directly into the wrist. (Low wrist position.)
The thumb and fingers should remain relaxed. If a finger sling or
bow sling is not used, then the tips of the fingers are curled
around until lightly touching the bow. This will stop the bow falling
out of the hand on release.
A consistent hand position on the bow grip is necessary.

3. Nocking the Arrow
Nock the arrow by placing the nock of the arrow onto the
bowstring under the nocking point locator.
Make sure that the Index Fletch on the arrow is facing
towards you and the nock is pushed firmly onto the
bowstring.
The arrow shaft is placed onto the arrow rest.

3. Drawing Hand and Bow Hand
For Target Archery style the index, second and third fingers
are used.
The index finger is placed above the arrow nock and the
second and third fingers are placed below the arrow nock.
Curl the fingers around the bowstring so that the first joint of all three
fingers are aligned on the bowstring.
Keep a space clear between the index and second fingers and the arrow
nock, so the fingers do not touch the nock. (This will prevent 'pinching' of
the arrow.)
Keep the back of the hand as flat as possible. (Relaxed.)
The thumb is tucked into the palm so it can be placed against the neck at
full draw. Place a slight pull on the bowstring to set the fingers in position
ready for the draw. During the draw and anchor maintain an
even amount of pressure on all three fingers.

4. Bow Arm and Pre-Draw
Push out with the bow arm to set the hand position into the bow
grip, and then raise the bow arm and drawing arm together, up
to the position shown in the picture on the left.
Keep the front shoulder in its normal low position.
(The shoulder must not be allowed to rotate up or back as this
shortens the draw length.)
Keep the elbow of the drawing arm high, as this will help bring
into action the back muscles needed to draw the bow to full
draw.

5. Drawing the Bow
From the Pre-Draw position, use the back muscles to pull the elbow of the drawing arm backwards
in one smooth motion until the drawing hand is placed against the jaw.
The position of the head and body should not move.
(Pull the bowstring to the face, not move the face to meet the bowstring.)
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An equal amount of push on the bow hand and pull on the
drawing hand will keep the body balanced.

6. The Anchor
The Anchor is where the hand is positioned on the jaw and the
bowstring touches the face.
It is vitally important that the index finger is firmly placed against
the jaw; the thumb is tucked into the palm of the hand so it can
be placed firmly against the neck and the bowstring is firmly
touching the chin, and nose, if possible.
The relationship between all these positions is important as it
acts as the rear sight, so it is vital that it be as consistent as
possible.
It also acts as a consistent draw length position. Any variation in the
position will affect the amount of force the bow will impart to the arrow.

7. Holding and Aiming
Holding is where the tension is maintained in the back muscles and then
the bow arm is moved to align the sight pin into the centre of the target.
As the sight pin is moved into the centre of the target, the string
alignment should be checked. String alignment, as shown in the picture
on the left, is the alignment of the bowstring with the vertical alignment
of the bow and the alignment with the sight pin. (As the bowstring is just
in front of the eye, it will appear blurred.)
When the bow is held in the correct vertical position, then the bowstring
and edge of the bow will be parallel. If it is not, then the bow is tilted
away from vertical.
Just before full concentration is made on aiming, all the previous steps
should be checked to make sure that everything is in the correct
position.
If any part of the body feels out of place, then it is best to stop now, let the bowstring down and
restart again, rather than make a bad shot.
When aiming into the centre of the target, it is natural for sight pin to move around, as the muscles
try to hold it steady. With practice, aiming will become more steady.
Move the sight pin up if the arrow lands high, move down if the arrow lands low, move left if the
arrow lands left and move right if the arrow lands right.

8. The Release
The Release of the bowstring is the most critical step in the
sequence.
If it is not done correctly, then all the effort in the previous steps is
cancelled out.
To release the arrow correctly, the fingers holding the bowstring
must allow the string to slip off the fingers.
All three fingers must be released at the same time.
This will let the bowstring pull away from the fingers with the least
amount of deflection.
When the release is done correctly, the hand should move
backwards, as the back muscles will pull the arm backwards and
the fingers should come to rest beside the neck.
If the finger muscles are flexed open to release the bowstring, then the hand will usually come to
rest about 5cm backwards from the anchor position.
Flexing the finger muscles will deflect the bowstring sideways and the arrows will have a horizontal
spread across the target.
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9. Follow Through
The Follow Through is maintaining the position of the bow
arm on release until the arrow hits the target. As the arrow
slides along the arrow rest any movement of the bow will
move the arrow.
The position of the head and body should remain steady,
while the drawing hand moves backwards after the release.
It is important to not let the bow arm fall after the release, as
this can become a problem when the bow arm actually starts
to fall on the release, making some arrows land low on the
target. Also moving the head to see where the arrow went too
soon after the release can make the bow arm move sideways.

10. Relaxing
The archer must relax after each shot to allow the muscles to recover from their effort.
About 20 to 30 seconds should be enough time for the muscles to recharge, ready for the next shot.
If not enough time is allowed between shots, then the muscles will tire rapidly and may even become
sore. Tired muscles will not be able to perform consistently.
Archery Notes sourced from Centenary Archers www.centenaryarchers.gil.com.au & The
Department of Education NSW & ACT

Bushwalking (day)
Activity notes

There are six separate ‘Nature Walk’ paths within the resort property. These can range from 20
minute walks through the Rain Forest Walk up to a 60 minute walk, which combine two or three
smaller walks.
Instructors need to carry a First Aid Kit, communications, water and a map of the area they are
walking in.
Equipment briefing to participants before beginning the activity:
Participants need to bring at least one litre of water, wear a hat, sunscreen, and closed footwear.
Appropriate clothing should be worn – ask participants wearing singlets to change into shirts and
those wearing a skirts to change into pants/shorts.

Safety Briefing
Stay on designated walking tracks
Stay with the group –Instructor at the front and the Assisting Leader at the back of the group
Sip water during the activity
Be aware the tracks are in bushland – the tracks may have objects you need to step over or walk
around
Walk at the group pace – those that walk fast or like to run may cause injury to themselves, avoid
sprains and strains by walking at the group pace
Practice minimal impact practices – walk on tracks, take photos leave footprints

Other Walks
Kianinny Bush Cottages to Tathra Beach: this walk takes approximately 40 mins. The walk begins
on the ridge trail near the Mini Golf following the sign to Tathra Beach. Cross over Thompson’s road
and follow the track to the township of Tathra. Follow the streets of Tathra in an easterly direction to
get to the beach. Care should be taken walking on public roads.
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Kianinny Bush Cottages to Kianinny Bay, Tathra: The walk begins or ends on White Rock Track
directly opposite the Kianinny Bush Cottages entrance. Follow White Rock Track to the power lines
and turn left onto the NPWS Boulder Bay Management Track. Walk to Boulder Bay and take
Kangarutha Track leading north. Follow this track all the way to Kianinny Bay Tathra. Refer to Map
BEGA 8824-1S.
Additional safety considerations: when crossing the main road at the entrance of Kianinny Bush
Cottages special care should be taken. It is preferred that the Instructor takes control of the crossing
making sure there are no vehicles approaching and crossing the group together.

Canoeing
Introduction

Canoeing is located in the Kianinny Bush Cottages Lake. It is a small Lake protected by wind
breaks. The Lake is a habitat for birds, fish, eels, turtles and water dragons. The centre of the Lake
is very deep and PFD’s must be worn.

Description
This is considered a specialised activity as poor supervision, inappropriate behaviour or lack of
Instructor skill or experience may cause incidents.

Aims
The aim of the activity is to provide participants with a new recreation experience, learning canoeing
skills and water safety.
At the conclusion of the activity participants should be able to:
● Correctly enter and exit a canoe
● Correctly hold a paddle
● Paddle forward, reverse
● Steer with forward and reverse sweeps or stern rudder
● Capsize and empty a canoe (older age groups)
● Wear PFD’s correctly

Activity Notes
Before lesson begins
Be aware of non-swimmers. Check with Group Leader before activity begins.
Check canoes have good floatation (canoe top rim is high above surface when canoe is full of water)
Ask the participants to sit on the platform ramp to watch the safety and skills briefing

Safety Briefing
Tell the participants:
• They must wear a PFD (personal flotation device) in the lake
• Wear hats, sun screen (refer to sun safety policy), closed shoes at all times
• The water is deep and at times very cold – if participants capsize exit water as quickly as
possible to prevent hypothermia
• Boundaries: stay out of reeds, not under Flying Fox
The area participants can paddle in as the Instructor helps participants enter the canoes. The Group
will go to the Instructor and games will begin after instructions are given.

Skills Briefing
Holding the paddle
Top hand on the ‘T grip’ with thumb underneath & knuckles on top
Bottom hand near the end of the shaft – knuckles on top
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Blade curve facing behind paddler
Use back of blade for reverse strokes only
Getting into the boat

Canoes
White canoes have three seats
Blue and green canoes have two seats
Front paddler is the motor
Middle person can help front paddler (3 person canoe only)
Back Paddler steers the canoe

Paddle strokes
Forward stroke:
• Plant the blade towards the front of the boat with bottom arm extended and torso rotated
slightly forward from the hips

• Pull blade to hip – pull boat forward till blade reaches hip
• Rotate torso – increases efficiency and power
• Lift blade out to the side
• Top hand drives down to aid rotation and power transfer
Reverse stroke
• Use the back of the blade
• Start with blade flat on the surface of water
• Push blade down and towards the front of the boat
• Top arm pulls back to keep paddle vertical
• Blade close to boat for power, wider for control
Forward Sweep
• Bottom arm straight/ extended (not locked)
• Rotate torso
• Keep top arm low
• Paddlers front: Blade goes from front of boat out wide till inline with hip
• Paddlers back: Blade goes from 45 degrees in front of paddler wide around to the back of the
boat
Blade is fully submerged just below the surface of the water
Paddle shaft is as close to horizontal as practical with the surface of the water

•
•
Reverse Sweep
• Bottom arm straight
• Top arm low
• Rotate torso
• Paddler front: blade starts wide at hips and goes to the front of the boat
• Paddler back: blade starts at back of boat and goes wide till in line with hips
• Blade is fully submerged but not deep
• Use back of blade
Emergency stop
• Wedge paddle into the water close to the hips and using the reverse stroke
• Use back of the blade and use one or two strokes to stop
• Minimize slashing by burying the blade as much as possible
• Push feet firmly on the foot rest to enable power and posture
Back to shore
● Come in one at a time, along side of platform
● Have someone hold the canoe while getting out. Get torso, bum, then legs onto platform
● Keep PFD on until everyone is out – until directed to remove it
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Deep water rescue - capsize
Check paddlers are ok – buddy system
Keep boat upside down to avoid canoe filling up with water
Ask paddlers to pass the paddles into the rescue canoe
Lift the canoe from one end onto the middle of the rescue canoe
Paddlers lean on other end of canoe to help push up the canoe onto the rescue canoe
Pull the capsized canoe across the rescuer canoe – water will escape
Turn over the canoe and push back into the water
Counter balance the paddlers weight as they enter the canoe and return paddles

Alternate rescue
Collect paddlers paddles and ask them to swim canoe to the platform
Using a tow rope – tow the canoe to the platform
Ask the paddlers to turn over the boat with hull above the water’s surface
Lift end of canoe onto the platform – water will escape
Turn canoe over and re-enter canoe on the lake
Extra Note: Kianinny Lake can become very cold in the colder months. It is advisable to rescue
participants out of the water before proceeding with emptying the capsized canoe.

Games
Tag:
● Tap with hand only – no paddles
● Not defend with paddle – no pushing or hitting
● Last man standing > tagged out wins
Ducks:
● Wait, with at least one person touching platform until told “go”
● Collect as many ducks as possible
● Have 1 person collect, others paddle – if everyone reaches over the same side together, the
canoe may roll over
● Bring ducks back to platform for counting

Giant Stand Up Paddle board
Introduction
The Giant Stand up Paddleboarding is located in the Kianinny Bush Cottages Lake. It is a small
Lake protected by wind breaks. The Lake is a habitat for birds, fish, eels, turtles and water dragons.
The centre of the Lake is very deep and PFD’s must be worn.
Description
This is considered a specialised activity as poor supervision, inappropriate behaviour or lack of
Instructor skill or experience may cause incidents.
Aims
The aim of the activity is to provide participants with a new recreation experience, learning paddling
skills and water safety.
At the conclusion of the activity participants should be able to:
● Correctly enter and exit a paddleboard
● Correctly hold a paddle
● Paddle forward, reverse and turn
● Steer with forward and reverse sweeps
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● Capsize (older age groups)
● Wear PFD’s correctly
Activity Notes
Before lesson begins
Be aware of non-swimmers. Check with the Group Leader before activity begins. Check paddle
boards have good floatation (top is high above surface). They should be inflated to around 15 PSI
for maximum rigidity and floatation.
Ask the participants to sit on the platform ramp to watch the safety and skills briefing
Safety Briefing
Tell the participants:
• They must wear a PFD (personal flotation device) in the lake
• Wear hats, sun screen (refer to sun safety policy), closed shoes at all times
• The water is deep and at times very cold – if participants fall off the SUP board, exit water as
quickly as possible to prevent hypothermia.
• Boundaries: stay out of reeds, not under Flying Fox
Instructor to help participants onto the paddleboards.
Approximately 8-10 people should be on each Monster SUP.
Skills Briefing
Holding the paddle
Sizing the paddle - The Paddles are adjustable and should be set to the correct height at the start of
the activity. Standing up right with your right arm raised straight up in the air the paddle length
should come to the start of the participants wrist.
Top hand on the ‘T grip’ with thumb underneath & knuckles on top
Bottom arm straight and relatively still
Blade curve facing behind paddler
Use back of blade for reverse strokes only
Demonstrate how to stroke forward and backwards
Team work will be required to ensure the paddle board goes in the desired direction.
Getting onto the paddleboard
Paddleboards
Paddle boards have capacity for 8-10 people
Front and middle paddlers are the motor
Back Paddlers steer the paddleboard
Paddle strokes
Forward stroke:
• Plant the blade towards the front with bottom arm extended and torso rotated slightly
forward from the hips
• Pull blade to hip – pull until blade reaches hip
• Rotate torso – increases efficiency and power
• Lift blade out to the side
Reverse stroke
• Use the back of the blade
• Start with blade flat on the surface of water
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• Push blade down and towards the front of the boat
• Top arm pulls back to keep paddle vertical
• Blade close to boat for power, wider for control
Forward Sweep
• Bottom arm straight/ extended (not locked)
• Rotate torso
• Paddlers front: Blade goes from front of boat out wide till inline with hip
• Paddlers back: Blade goes from 45 degrees in front of paddler wide around to the Back of
the board
• Blade is fully submerged just below the surface of the water
• Paddle shaft is as close to horizontal as practical with the surface of the water
Reverse Sweep
• Bottom arm straight
• Rotate torso
• Paddler front: blade starts wide at hips and goes to the front of the boat
• Paddler back: blade starts at back of boat and goes wide till in line with hips
• Blade is fully submerged but not deep
• Use back of blade
Emergency stop
• Wedge paddle into the water close to the hips and using the reverse stroke
• Use back of the blade and use one or two strokes to stop
• Minimize splashing by burying the blade as much as possible
• Push feet firmly to enable power and posture
Back to shore
● Come in one at a time, along side of platform
● Have someone hold the board while getting off onto the pontoon.
● Keep PFD on until everyone is out and away from the water. PFD to remain on at all times
even when on the pontoon. – until directed to remove it
● All Paddles to be returned to storage and all PFD’s to be hung up to dry after use.
Rescue
Instructor is to remain on or nearby to the SUP’s at all times to render assistance if required.
Collect paddlers paddles and ask them to swim SUP to the platform
Turn SUP over if needed
Extra Note: Kianinny Lake can become very cold in the colder months. It is advisable to rescue
participants out of the water quickly.
Games
Ducks:
● Wait, with at least one person touching platform until told “go”
● Collect as many ducks as possible
● Have 1 person collect from each side, others paddle – if everyone reaches over the same
side together, the SUP may flip over
● Bring ducks back to platform for counting - most ducks wins
SUP tug-of-war:
● Rope is tied to the back of each SUP, while paddling in opposite directions, somebody will
end up going backwards.
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Headstand contest:
● Everyone on the SUP must attempt and accomplish a headstand, with help from other
team members. Only one person can headstand at a time.

Low Ropes
Location

The Low Ropes course is located near and around the green container.

Description
The Low Ropes is constructed with a foot line of less than 50 cm off the ground. Spotting is required
for some of the elements by the Instructor/Assisting Leaders or trained participants. Activity
Instructors are required to have experience and training in spotting and risk management. The low
ropes course is designed for personal challenge, partner challenge and team challenge.

Activity notes
Before lesson begins
Check with Group Leader details regarding participants with allergies and behavioural issues in the
group.
Ask the participants to sit to watch the safety and skills briefing

Safety Briefing
• Tell the Participants:
• They must wear a helmet
• Wear hats, sun screen refer to sun safety
•
•
•

policy
Wear closed shoes at all times
Learn Spotting techniques and be competent
after instruction and demonstration before
being allowed to participate
Stay together as a group – if participants
need to leave the area for any reason the
group leader must be informed and
permission gained.

Introduction
The Low Ropes course is designed to challenge
participants personally and in a group situation.
Challenges may include balance, cooperation,
problem solving and self-confidence.

Single Swing
Found enroute to Low Ropes course
Objectives:
Look after each other, think about team-work (also
get used to being in each other’s personal space while spotting).
Description:
Everyone gets on one platform. Imagine you are on the Titanic, and it’s sinking. The other platform is
a life-raft. Luckily, there’s a rope hanging off the ship’s mast, which you can use to swing onto the
life raft.
If anyone falls in the water, they freeze.
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Try to help each other, so that everyone makes it without freezing.

Spotting
Falls should be anticipated any time a person is above the ground level and spotters should be used
accordingly. Spotting softens a fall, not stops it!
‘Spotting’ is providing additional physical support. i.e. the part of the preventative act of protecting a
person in a fall during an activity .
Spotters are the people from the group participating in the activity who should be used whenever
necessary to provide the support system. They are not meant to aid or interfere with a person’s
progress during an activity.
Although spotting techniques can vary slightly from element to element, the general principle
remains the same: protect the upper body (especially the head and shoulders) of the falling person.
DO NOT attempt to catch the individual as this can lead to injuries for the spotter.
Spotters follow along with the person, gauging changes in balance, height or momentum and
adjusting their own positions accordingly. Don’t expect a faller to come to a spotter!
Spotting techniques
Teaching correct and dedicated spotting techniques is of paramount importance. These techniques
should be perfected before a group begins an element where spotting is required.
In order to spot, spotters should;
● Place one foot in front of the other (about shoulder width apart),
● Bend knees slightly (to protect the lower back),
● Arms up,
● Fingers together, with their hand directed toward the head and shoulders of a potential faller.
● Eyes attentive to all movements by that person.
● Remember to keep the back straight.
A good means of introducing correct spotting technique is to have people working as a threesome.
They should begin by standing in a line with the two outer people (referred to as the Spotters) facing
inwards towards the central person (referred to as the participant). The participant will face one or
other of the spotters. The participant must maintain a rigid upright position with his hands clasped
over his chest.
The spotters should adopt the correct stance, their hands only a few inches from the participant's
chest and back respectively. The object of the exercise is for the participant to fall forwards but to be
stopped by the front spotter who will then gently push the shoulders of the participant back beyond
the upright position into the hands of the spotter behind. After two or three repetitions of this nature
the spotters can move away from the participant in increments of about 15/20 cm. Increasing the
gap should only be done if all parties are confident in their ability and in agreement with each other.
Everyone should have an opportunity to be both a spotter and a participant
This activity recommended before attempting the low ropes course:
An alternative means of practicing spotting techniques is to have a group stand in a tight circle,
shoulder to shoulder adopting the position of spotters. A participant stands in the centre and keeps
the body stiff and the feet "stuck" to the same place. They should allow themselves to be pushed
gently around the circle. The participant's arms should be crossed over the chest. Members of the
group should all have an opportunity to spot and to be the "participant" in the centre of the circle.
This exercise is often called ‘Wind in the Willow’
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The Instructor should emphasise the importance of spotters, and they should also ensure the correct
numbers of spotters for the exercise in use. Similar attention should be paid to spotter’s size in
relation to the size of the people they are spotting. This does not mean that only the larger members
of the group should spot, but that good judgment from the staff/instructor is of critical importance.
If young children are to act as spotters, then the staff/instructor must decide whether the group's
judgment is sufficiently sound for the degree of responsibility that the task entails. If in doubt, the
Instructor may need to call upon the assistance of adults to act as spotters.
As with the safe management of any activity, it is the responsibility of the Instructors and Assistant
Leaders to ensure the safety of those taking part and so if there is any doubt in the mind of the
Instructor/Assisting Leaders that the appropriate controls cannot be put in place, the activity should
not be carried out.

Low ropes element notes
Multi traverse low ropes which includes 6 elements and is done in groups of preferably 4, or
otherwise 3 or 5. The course requires spotting techniques and individual challenges.
Tension traverse and Wild Woosy which requires group spotting techniques and individual
challenges. The level of the activity depends on the group's performance and commitment.

Above: Examples of the low ropes course

Wild Woosey:
Two tautly strung cables close to the ground
and starting at the same point, progress
outwards to end points approximately 3.5
metres apart.
Task: Two participants (one per cable) walk
the diverging cables, while maintaining
physical contact, to a point where they can no
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longer continue, or they reach the far support posts.
Two participants with a minimum of two spotters per participant, and more spotters added beneath
the traversing pair as they progress outwards from the starting point.

Single Line
Task: One participant with a minimum of two spotters on the long single line.
If group size is around 10 to 14 participants, it can work well with the whole group spotting the
participants.

Debrief
Talk about communication; what went well, what you might do differently, trust.

Night walk
Location

There are several linked walking tracks in the property boundaries of Kianinny Bush Cottages. The
tracks provide up to an hour and half of bush walking. Walking tracks are maintained by Kianinny
Staff.

Description
This is considered a non-specialised activity due to the location of the activity within Kianinny Bush
Cottages boundaries. However poor supervision, inappropriate behaviour or lack of bushwalking
skills may cause participants to become lost or injured. A map must be carried to identify all walking
tracks at Kianinny Bush Cottages.

Night Walk Activity Notes
Before activity begins
• Check with Group Leader details regarding participants with allergies and behavioural issues
•

in the group.
Ask the participants to sit on the floor of the camp dining area or grass on the oval with
torches off to talk about the activity.

Safety Briefing
• Undulating ground – be aware of obstacles on the ground
• Single file over the bridges on the bush walking tracks
• Use torches to see the ground; and hold beam up next to eye-level, look in the trees for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

animal’s eyeshine
Avoid s
 hining torches in people’s eyes as it put people off balance, and takes several
minutes for the eyes to adjust to the dark
Stay on the tracks
Stay together as a group
If need to go to the toilet inform group leaders – GO NOW
Advisable to carry some water – especially on warm nights
Mossies are present best to be fully clothed AND wear insect repellent
Closed shoes must be worn
Walk at the group pace – those that walk fast or like to run may cause injury to themselves,
avoid sprains and strains by walking at the group pace.
Practice minimal impact practices – walk on tracks, take any rubbish with you

•
Introduction

The night walks are conducted from the top of the cabins beginning with the ridge trail, meeting the
main entrance road, passing the mini golf, turning on to the boundary trail following signs to
“rainforest trail”, following the track back to the volleyball court.
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Activity suggestions
Route1 – Year 7+:
1) Go uphill from cabins to Ridge Trail, turn left
a) Look for large hollow in tree about 50m along; explain the importance of hollows as habitat
b) In the Casuarina grove; explain how Casuarinas are food for Glossy Black Cockatoo – an
endangered species, and this grove is a ‘stepping stone’ they use on their seasonal
migration
c) At an Angophora tree; explain how the species pre-dates eucalypts, and was one of the first
to adapt to fire. It was around when dinosaurs roamed the earth – a dinosaur tree.
d) Turn left at driveway
e) Ask participants to try and be quiet, and see if as we creep down the driveway do we see or
hear more than on the noisy track
f) Participants MUST stay behind leader and be ready to get off the road if cars come
g) turn right at Mini-Golf
h) Listen and look for frogs
i) ‘Ironbark’ tree; the hardest wood in the world
j) Rainforest walk; an ancient ecosystem, older than the eucalypt forests. Make an observation;
how did you know when you were in rainforest? Have an answer – you will be asked later.
i) Dense canopy – more than 70% leaves
ii) Felt colder, wetter, smelt different
iii) Ferns and vines present
iv) Different leaf shapes and colours
v) Steeper slopes
k) Coast Grey Box, next to bridge with handrails; looking at the branches, an equal number of
lower and higher branches are being shed – a mature tree, 250-350 years old. Look for the
crease where lightning once sheared down the trunk. At the base, a ring of fungi sometimes
grows – the symbiotic mycrorhiza (Eyes boggle)!
2) Option to head immediately back down Tall Trees Track, or take another 15 – 20minutes via Low
Ropes
a) Stop at turn off to Team Rescue; there is an open space where everyone can form a circle:
b) Form a circle, sit down (weather dependent),and torches off
c) Be quiet and listen for 1 minute
d) What did you hear?
e) Calls of the bush; imitate Powerful Owl, Sooty Owl, Boo-book Owl, Yellow-bellied Glider,
Sugar Glider – what other calls does anyone know? Gliders sometimes fly overhead after
hearing an owl call – lookup
f) Go downhill past Low Ropes
g) Turn left at swing (do NOT swing in the dark), watch out for the crates
h) Follow trail back – single file down steps and across bridges
● Stop and listen to the nightlife or watch the stars
● Spotlighting animals
● Environmental education

Route 2: Primary age:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Go down onto oval, past archery, up onto causeway
Wait near mini-golf for everyone to catch up, listen for frogs
Head to rainforest loop
The rest as above.
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Orienteering
Location

The Orienteering activity begins and ends at the Bush Pavilion. Basic Orienteering utilises the oval
and car park near Bush Pavilion, Advanced Orienteering uses the whole property, with the exception
of around the cabins (refer maps).

Description
Orienteering is a skill-based activity requiring the understanding of maps, and advanced orienteering
also includes using a compass. This activity requires the student to learn basic skills in map
navigation and to work cooperatively with other students.
Orienteering is a sport in which competitors visit a number of points marked on the ground, controls,
in the shortest possible time aided only by map and compass.
This is considered a specialised activity as poor supervision, inappropriate behaviour or lack of
Instructor skill or experience may harm participants.
Basic Orienteering is aimed at Primary aged participants. The course boundaries keep them within
earshot and within supervision range.
Advanced Orienteering is aimed at participants over 12 years old, who may undertake activities
unsupervised. The course includes tracks that are easy grade to walk.
Kianinny’s office computer contains copies of:
● Basic orienteering activity sheet.docx – the sheets the kids write on
● basic orienteering maps.docx – the maps which are laminated and in the folders
● basic orienteering signs.docx – the signs which are installed around the property
● orienteering advanced.docx – contains the activity sheet, instructions and maps

Basic orienteering
Aims

At the conclusion of the activity, participants should be able to:
● Interpret features drawn on a map
● Find their location on a map
● Use a map to navigate to a point

Activity notes
Before lesson begins
● Check with Group Leader details regarding participants with mobility, literacy or behavioural
issues in the group. Team members may be able to assist each other overcome any disabilities.
● Ask the participants to watch the safety and skills briefing

Safety Briefing
Tell the participants
● They must wear hats, sun screen refer to Sun Safety Policy
● Wear closed shoes at all times
● Bites & stings, tripping hazards, if Lost – cooee for help
● Stay together in small groups – if participants need to leave the area for any reason the
group leader must be informed and permission gained.
● The Boundaries are: the causeway and road form the southern boundary: stay off. The forest
forms the northern boundary: stay in the grassed area

Skills Briefing
Objectives
● To enhance map reading skills
● To understand how to make route choice decisions
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The ability to interpret map features
The ability to point to their position on an orientation map

Getting started
●
●
●
●

Start inside Bush Pavilion
Group to be split into four teams. Each team is allocated a theme (trees, shrubs, birds or
animals)
Each team given their Activity Sheet, pencil and Basic Orienteering Map
The activity boundaries to be explained; stay this side of the creek and the roads.

Activity instruction
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Each Team refers to their Basic Orienteering Map:
o Find the grey box labelled “Bush Pavilion”, that is where we are now
o The dark grey areas are roads and carparks; can you point to the carpark in front of
cabin 1?
o The hatched areas are gardens or forest. Can you point to the garden which is north
of the Bush Pavilion?
o The lettered black squares are “control points” you must go to.
Each Activity Sheet has a list of questions. The answers are found on signs at each point
marked on the map. Find the answers to the five questions that match your map; answer the
tree questions if you have the tree map.
Participants move from point to point, aiming to write down as many answers as possible
within the session time
The Team chooses any route they wish to take in amassing the highest possible point score
in the time available
Points are awarded for each correct answer, the team with the highest point score is the
winner.
Teams are given 15 minutes to find as many controls as they can
Check your watches, agree on what time you will return
One point is taken from a team’s score for every minute they are late to arrive.
Each team swaps maps, and the exercise is repeated.
Once all four teams have completed all four themes, the instructor/teacher will add up the
correct answers, the team with the most correct answers wins.

Challenges and rules
At instructor's discretion depending on group age;
●
●
●

Warm-up exercises before running around the course
Teams not allowed to communicate with other teams
Teams are to stick together as a group to find each marker

Advanced Orienteering
Location

The Orienteering activity begins and ends at the Bush Pavilion. The course utilises tracks on the
north side of the driveway, on the Kianinny property (refer maps).

Introduction
Orienteering is a skill-based activity requiring the understanding of maps and use of a compass. This
activity requires the student to learn basic skills in navigation and to work cooperatively with other
students. This activity also provides students the opportunity to learn safety in the natural
environment

Safety Briefing
●
●

Participants must wear hats, sun screen, closed shoes at all times
Beware of bites & stings, tripping hazards
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●
●

If lost - coo-ee for others, head downhill to camp
Boundaries are: around the cottages, the boundaries are Goanna Track, the Lake and the
Tennis Court. In the forest the boundaries are Boundary Trail, with the exception of Rainforest
Trail.

●
●

Beware of cars on the road and bridge
Stay together in small groups of at least 4. If anyone becomes injured or needs help, one other
participant must stay with them and the other two seek help. At no time should any participant be
alone.

Activity Notes
●
●

●

●

●

Each Team is given an Advanced Orienteering Map with the control points circled and numbered
from 1 to 30.
Each Activity Sheet has a list of questions. For questions 1 to 10, the answers are found on
signs at each point marked on the map. For questions 11 to 30, the compass must be used to
find the correct answer. Participants should find the answers they find at each control point.
Participants move from point to point, aiming to write down as many answers as possible within
the session time. Points are awarded for each correct answer; a score out of 95 will be tallied
from the answers. The team with the highest point score is the winner.
The Team chooses any route they wish to take in amassing the highest possible point score in
the time available. The course is designed to ensure that there are more control points than can
possibly be visited in the allotted time.
It may be good to choose between either doing the rainforest trail, or going to Team Rescue.
There may not be time to do both.

Skills Briefing
Explain the functions of the compass:
1/ Point the compass at the object you want a bearing to. You could sight along an edge to do this.
2/ Hold the compass flat, so that the needle is free to spin around

3/ Keep the compass pointed at the object, turn the dial until the needle is aligned with North
4/ Read the bearing from the “lubber line”, or middle of the compass.
Reading the map
The vertical lines are drawn to point magnetic north – the same as the compass.
The lines are 4cm apart, which scales to 100m on the ground.
Each control point is found at the center of the circle drawn on the map. The description included in
each question may help locate the exact point.
Distance
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The Scale on the Kianinny Orienteering Map is 1:2,500: 1cm = 25m

Raft building
Location

The raft building activity is located at Kianinny Bush Cottages in the Lake. The poles are located
under the Lakeside Deck, while the crate of ropes should be in the white cupboard labelled “Sporting
equipment”, next to the canoe paddles.

Description
Raft building is a group engineering and team building activity.

Activity Notes
Before lesson begins
●
●

Be aware of non-swimmers in the group. Check with Group leader before activity begins
Tell the participants to sit on the platform ramp to watch the safety and skills briefing

Safety Briefing
●
●
●

Participants must wear a PFD (personal flotation device) in the lake
Wear hats, sun screen (refer to Sun Safety Policy) and closed shoes at all times
The water is deep and at times very cold – if participants experience cramps or become very
cold they should exit the water as quickly as possible by sitting on the raft, rescue canoe or
pontoon

Skills Briefing
The activity is team orientated. The group is split into two smaller groups each building a raft on
either of the two pontoons. Each group is required to build a raft out of the equipment provided.
Teams use all the equipment to build the best possible raft and to race against the other team.
Groups race each other to the opposite pontoon, followed by fully dismantling the rafts. The winning
group is the first to complete the race and dismantle the raft before the other group.
The activity requires full team participation and commitment.

Group equipment
Each group will be given 6 x long pipes, 2 shorter pipes and 6 ropes, each 6m long. Paddles are
optional. Students must wear PFD’s in the water.

Site set up – for making raft and the race
●
●

Make two separate piles of equipment – one on each pontoon
Have a canoe ready for Instructor to use as a rescue device

Raft building guidelines
●
●
●
●

Each group is set with the task of designing and building their own raft.
The design must carry at least one person on top of the raft .
The remaining group members are asked to hold onto the raft and help motor it to the other
platform, or around a designated route.
Instructors/Assistant Leaders/Group Leaders are asked not to build the raft

Race guidelines – PFD’s must be worn for this activity
●
●
●

Each group starts at their pontoon and races over to the opposite pontoon
If the raft falls apart the group members must retrieve the raft equipment immediately, not to lose
the equipment and make their way back to the pontoon.
The race is not over until the raft is disassembled, knots out of each rope and the equipment
placed in a neat pile.
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Knots
REEF KNOT

Instructions
Cross the rope in your right hand over the rope in your left hand and under, it’s the same as starting
to tie a shoe lace
The rope that was in your right hand is now in your left – so cross over the rope in your right hand
and under like you just did. It should look like photo five. Pull the rope together to make it tight as in
photo 6.
*Also consider demonstrating clove hitch, half-hitchSquare lashing
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Instructions
●
●
●
●

●

Line up your equipment and tie your rope on to the bottom pipe with a reef knot.
You are tying the top plank to the pipe so bring your rope over the plank and under the pipe
forming a square as you go around. Do this two times. Over and under, over and under etc…
You will need to squish the sides of the square together to make a tight lashing. Bring the
rope around the corners of the square and pull in the slack as you go.
Tie off the lashing. There are many ways to do this. One example as per picture - make a
loop in the rope and loop it around the corner you wish to tie off twice forming two hitches. If
there is rope left over it can be used for another purpose such as tying on a tube.
NOTE: you tie off on the vertical rope forming the corner lash (photo #11 - #15.

Recreation choice

Recreational choices include the cricket, swimming pool, soccer, volleyball, bushwalking, frisbee,
basketball and tennis.
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Swimming
Location

This activity may be located in the Kianinny Lake or Swimming Pool next to the manager’s
residence.

Description
It is a requirement of the Department of Education to have Pool Bronze when participants are
swimming in pools or small flat-water environments. If a group provides a Bronze qualified Group
Leader they are able to swim at their will -provided ratios are met. If a group does not bring a Bronze
qualified Group Leader - Kianinny Bush Cottages Staff will lead the activity, as per arrangements
before the camp begins.

Rogaine
Location

The Rogaine activity begins and ends at the Bush Pavilion. The course utilises tracks on the north
and south sides of the driveway, on the Kianinny property (refer maps).

Introduction
Rogaining is the sport of long distance cross-country navigation for teams travelling on foot. The
object is to score points by finding checkpoints located on the course within a specified time.
Checkpoints may be visited in any order.

Safety Briefing
●
●
●

Participants must wear hats, sun screen, closed shoes at all times
Beware of bites & stings, tripping hazards
If lost - coo-ee for others, head downhill to camp

●

Boundaries are around the cottages, Boundary Trail, Rainforest Trail, Ridge Trail.

●
●

Beware of cars on the road and bridge
Stay together in small groups of at least 4. If anyone becomes injured or needs help, one other
participant must stay with them and the other two seek help. At no time should any participant be
alone.

Activity Notes
●
●
●

●

Each Team is given an Orienteering Map with the checkpoints circled and indicating the number
of points.
Participants move from point to point, aiming to get as many points as possible within the
session time. The team with the highest point score is the winner.
The Team chooses any route they wish to take in amassing the highest possible point score in
the time available. The course is designed to ensure that there are more control points than can
possibly be visited in the allotted time.
It may be good to choose between either doing the rainforest trail, or the area south of the lake.
There may not be time to do both.

Skills Briefing

Explain the functions of the compass:
1/ Point the compass at the object you want a bearing to. You could sight along an edge to do this.
2/ Hold the compass flat, so that the needle is free to spin around
3/ Keep the compass pointed at the object, turn the dial until the needle is aligned with North
4/ Read the bearing from the “lubber line”, or middle of the compass.
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Reading the map
The vertical lines are drawn to point magnetic north – the same as the compass.
The lines are 4cm apart, which scales to 100m on the ground.
Each control point is found at the center of the circle drawn on the map. The description included in
each question may help locate the exact point.

Distance
The Scale on the Kianinny Orienteering Map is 1:4000: 1cm = 40m

Sensory Course
Location

The Sensory course is located above the Mini Golf course named the Challenge Course in the
Kianinny Map.

Description
The sensory course is an obstacle course

Activity notes
Before lesson begins
● Check with Group Leader details regarding participants with allergies and behavioural issues
in the group.

● Ask the participants to sit on the log seating
Safety Briefing
Tell the participants
1. They must wear a helmet on the flying fox
2. Be positive and use good instructional communication with your partner as it is very
important
3. Wear hats, sun screen refer to sun safety policy
4. Wear closed shoes at all times
5. Learn Spotting techniques and be competent after instruction and demonstration before
being allowed to participate
6. Stay together as a group – if participants need to leave the area for any reason the group
leader must be informed and permission gained.

Skills briefing
The sensory course is designed to challenge participants in a blind folded environment. Challenges
may include balance, cooperation, problem solving and self-confidence.
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Blind Trust Walk
The entire team is split into pairs. The pairs decide who is to be blindfolded first and the other
becomes the” leader". The Leader leads the blindfolded participant through the course by
communication. After they have gone through the course, partners switch and the new "leader"
leads the blindfolded partner through the course.

The Blind Trust Walk includes the follow elements:
1. Cargo Net
2. Maze
3. Handrail
4. Tyres – buried and suspended
5. Tight rope
6. Flying Fox (the flying fox is short in distance and up to 2 metres off the ground)
7. Hurdles
Rules:
The Leader must move the partner through the course using positive and instructional
communication.
Blindfolded partner may speak, but must leave blindfold on until instructed to take it off.
Objectives & Outcomes
Leaders discover subtle ways of communicating and learn to adapt their style to their partners ability
and the terrain.
Blindfolded participants explore the little understood quality of being a good follower: trusting, being
receptive to new experiences, and letting go of control.
The exercise leads to a discussion of common blind spots of leaders, hesitation of followers, and the
dynamics of team building based upon mutual trust and support.

Above: cargo net
Right: Maze
Below: Handrail
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Below left: suspended tyres
Right: Flying fox
Below right: hurdles

Sensory course flying fox set up
1. Collect the Sensory Box, check the contents and then take it up to the
Sensory Course for Set Up. Contents: some helmets and blindfolds,
special velcro flying fox harness, pulley with ropes attached,
2. Standing on the flying fox platform place the pulley on the cable.
Attach velcro harness to pulley with a carabiner.
3. The full Flying Fox Harness is made up of one long white rope with the
foot hold attached at the bottom – with the hand hold and harness
attached to a spliced section of the main rope.
4. Tie one end of the ‘gate; have the D-clip at the other end.

Connecting participants to the flying fox harness
1. The Instructor or Assistant Leader stands on the small step in front of the
platform, with the gate closed.

2. Participant stands in the middle of the Flying Fox Platform.

27
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3. The Assistant Leader places the Waist Harness around the participant and firmly attaches it with
the Velcro lining.
4. After they are secure, the run is clear, then the gate is opened.
5. Participants place their hand into the hand Hold Strap, or grab the white rope, and place one foot
into the Foot Hold, to support their upper body when in flight.
6. Wearing a blind fold the participants tell the Instructor when he/she is going to leap from the
platform.
7. The Flying Fox will stop at the stopping block on the cable.
8. The participant is then lowered off the Flying Fox to continue with other elements in the Sensory
Course
9. In between uses, the foot hold is placed on the Fly Fox Platform rail
10. Pack away the Full Flying Fox Harness when the session is finished. Lock the Flying Fox box in
an area away from the public.

Sugar Glider (flying-fox / zip-line)
Location

Sessions begin at Lakeside Pavilion. Harnesses are put on there, on the deck, to keep them clean.
Participants pass Lakeside Pavilion, cross bridge and follow track around the end of the Sugar
Glider.
Waiting area is on the opposite side of the wires from Lakeside.
Only after being fitted with harness, helmet, pulley and safety line do participants proceed to
platform, near mini-golf.

Description
The Sugar Glider is a flying-fox / zip-line ride. Participants glide between the trees like a sugar glider;
as opposed to flapping wings and flying over tree-tops like a flying fox.

Activity notes
Before lesson begins
● Check cable appears to be at usual height, with nothing hanging on the wire.
● Check that the anchor wires are taught and have nothing hanging on them.
● Periodically check that eye-bolts are secure; no loose nuts.
● Check harnesses are not cut or frayed.
● Check helmets are not cracked, straps are not cut or frayed.
● Check tracks are clear and free of hazards, such as hanging overhead branches or snakes.
● Participants are encouraged to keep to tracks, areas of existing compaction / clearing and to
avoid creating new pads, tracks or compaction areas.
● Get harnesses out and place them on the table, ready for fitting.
● Keep helmets in a box; to be issued one at a time; no self-serve.

Initial Safety Briefing
1. Brief participants on the safe behaviour expectations, boundaries of the activity, highlighting
safe areas, and hazardous areas.
2. Explain the sequence in which the activity will be conducted:
o Harness fitted and helmet on
o Wait in designated area
o When it’s your turn, instructor will attach pulley and safety line to harness, then walk
(don’t run) to launch tower
o Look for the steps; at end of bridge turn right and take path to platform
o After landing, participants not to unhook themselves; wait for the assistant to unclip the
safety line and pulley from the wire
3. Brief participants on the educational outcomes:
o Sugar Gliders climb up a tree, and launch themselves, gliding to another tree. You will
glide like a Sugar Glider
o Learn to trust the equipment, and overcome fear of falling
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4. Check Head to toe:
o Ensure harness snugly fitted around legs, waist and chest
o Ensure jewellery, watches secure or removed
o Long hair tied back and pockets empty.
5. Appropriate clothing and shoes are worn.

2nd Safety Briefing
1. At the landing area; explain the process of unhooking from wire, transfer to next person, walk
to platform, wait as instructed, repeat.

Ride procedures
1. Demonstrate and instruct participants in fitting a helmet. The chin strap and sizing strap at
the rear are adjustable.
2. Demonstrate and instruct participants in the use of harness:
o Untangle harness, loosen all buckles, hold waist and shoulder straps
o Step in through waist and legs loops
o Slip arms through shoulder loops
o Tighten shoulder loops, waist loop, leg loops, repeat as necessary
3. Discuss with the accompanying teacher what their role is (usually a supervisory role).
4. Assistant is required to:
o Ensure area under flying-fox is clear and safe
o Give thumbs up when it’s OK to launch, or cross arms if it’s not
o Step aside or between wires as they fly down
o Remove participant from wire:
▪ Slip safety Carabiner off pulley, then open gate and remove from wire
▪ Pull lever down and remove pulley from wire
▪ Have participant hold Carabiner and pulley and walk to waiting area
o Unclip Carabiners from participant, and onto next participant
o Have participants wait until their turn to walk to launching platform
5. Instructor is required to:
o Be safely attached, not open gates until all persons on platform are attached
o Have maximum 2 participants on the platform; participants wait until called up onto the
platform
o Ensure harness fitted properly and Carabiners secured to harness
o Attach pulley to wire (pull down lever, slip over wire, release lever)
o Attach steel safety Carabiner to wire, then slip over rear of pulley
o Repeat for second participant
o Once both participants are safely attached;
▪ check the lines are clear, look for thumbs up before releasing
o Close gates, then allow next two participants onto the platform and repeat process
6. Consider any medical, emotional or other conditions that may impact on the conduct of the
activity.

Team Building and Wet weather Games

The following games may be run as part of team building, or provide suitable alternatives if
scheduled activities cannot be held.

How much do you know about each other?
Number of players: At least 4; entire group to be involved
Equipment needed: None
Goals: To find common ground between participants, encourage mingling
To play: Everyone forms a group around the instructor
Hold your hands out in front of you, and without looking, cross one thumb over the other.
If your left thumb is on top, go and join the others who have done the same on one side. If your right
thumb is on top, go and join the others on the other side.
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Next, fold your arms. If your left arm is on top; from a group with others who have done the same. If
your right arm is on top; form a separate group who have done the same.
How many brothers or sisters do you have? If none, form a group with others who have none. If one;
form a group with others who have one; keep going until everyone is grouped.

Mr Crocodile, may we cross the river?
Number of players: 5+
Recommended Age: 4 & up
Equipment needed: None, but good to use wooden blocks or ropes to mark river banks
Goals: To build a team that works together, starting with one person and finishing with everyone.
To play: Define the river banks and course boundaries.
All of the players (except one who is chosen as ‘Mr Crocodile’) stand side by side at one side of the
river (open area), facing the other side. Mr Crocodile stands in the middle of the yard or room.
The players chant, “Please Mr Crocodile may we cross the river? If not, why not, what’s your
favourite colour?”
Mr Crocodile calls out one colour name and any of the players wearing that colour are safe to cross
past Mr Crocodile to the other side of the river. For example, if Mr Crocodile calls, “Blue,” anyone
wearing blue is safe to cross.
Once the safe players are across to the other side of the space, the players not wearing the selected
colour must try to run across to the other side of the river without being caught by Mr Crocodile.
The player that is caught becomes an additional Crocodile until all the players are caught.

Stuck in the mud
Number of players: At least 4
Equipment needed: None
To play: Define the boundaries of the playing area.
Choose one (or more) players to be in. In a large group, in can help to choose those with the same
coloured shirts on to be in.
All the other players scatter around.
The player who is in must run around and tag as many people as they can.
When tipped, a player must freeze and stand with his legs and arms apart.
The only way to be freed is for a non-tagged player to crawl through the tagged players legs.
Players are safe while crawling under legs and cannot be tagged when in that position.
The game ends when all players have been tagged and are 'stuck in the mud'.

Tug-of-war
Tug-of-war is a game people have played for around three thousand years, recorded in ancient
Greece, Tang dynasty China (5th century BC), and all over the world for at least 600 years; from
Pacific Islands to medieval Europe.
Number of players: minimum 2, entire group to be involved
Equipment needed: thick, long rope, with a knot or marker in the middle. A plank or other marker on
the ground
Goals: Everyone working together as a team
To play: Form two teams of equal numbers and approximately equal weight.
Lay the rope along the ground; across the hill. Put a marker under the centre knot.
Have each team stand along the rope, equally spaced and alternating left and right side of the rope,
with a gap of 4m between them in the middle.
Pick up the rope and wait for the signal; check everyone has a firm grip and is ready.
Loudly countdown, three, two one, PULL!
The team which pulls the other over the marker is the winner.
Variation: Four-way tug-of war
Equipment needed: two ropes, tied together in the middle
To play: lay the ropes in an X shape, with the centre knot over a marker
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Arrange equal teams of four. Have each team stand along the rope, equally spaced and alternating
left and right side of the rope, with a gap of 4m between them in the middle.
Pick up the rope and wait for the signal; check everyone has a firm grip and is ready.
Loudly countdown, three, two one, PULL!
The team which pulls the other over the marker is the winner.
Round two: Encourage teams to work together to defeat opposing teams; they may move sideways
to help each other.

Evolution
Materials required: none
Focus: Having fun, breaking down barriers
Description: Everyone begins as an egg; they must hobble around squatting like an egg. They must
find another egg and play rock/paper/scissors. If they win, they evolve into a chicken. If they lose,
they stay as an egg.
The chickens walk around squawking and flapping their wings, and find another chicken to play
rock/paper/scissors with. If they win, they evolve into a bear. If they lose they return to being an egg.
The bears walk around with arms up, roaring, and find another bear to play rock/paper/scissors with.
If they win, they evolve into a superhero and fly around like Superman. If they lose, they return to
being a chicken.
The next level after Superhero is Immortal; where they stand on the sideline and ponder what is
happening to other mere mortals.
Processing questions;
How did it feel to act like a chicken or another being?
Did you think it was fun/not fun? Why?
Would you do this in public? Why/why not?
Facilitation debrief:
As a group builds its trust, individuals will be willing to take more risks, both physically and
psychologically.

Human knot
Materials required: none
Focus: communication, personal space
Description: have the group stand in a close circle. Each participant should then place one hand in
the centre of the circle, to grasp the hand of someone else. They should then place their other hand
in the centre of the circle and grasp a different person’s hand.
The objective is to untangle the knot, without breaking the hands at any time. They may adjust their
grip if it is uncomfortable, but may not break contact.
Processing questions:
Was it necessary to take turns, or could two people move at once?
Were you ever frustrated? Did you feel left out? Why/why not?
Why were you successful/unsuccessful the first time?
Did you have one leader or were you all trying to lead?
Did you let everyone else determine what happens?
How might you communicate differently next time?
Facilitation / debrief:
This exercise can be difficult, and make a couple of attempts. If the situation seems dangerous or
uncomfortable, have the people stop and start again.
Some groups will do this activity in 3 minutes, others will take 30 min. Try not to interfere, and be
sure to discuss the major concepts: good communication and leading vs following.

Speed rabbit
Materials required: none
Focus: Breaking down barriers
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Description: the group stands in a circle with the facilitator in the middle. Point to someone and say
that you will show them how to form an animal, with the help of the people on either side of them.
Then say “Rabbit”. The person being pointed to makes rabbit ears, and the person on either side
stomp a foot. Then point to someone else and say “rabbit”, they must form the same thing.
Next say something like “emu”, “elephant” or “flight attendant”, or “roller coaster”.
Once they have learned these actions, call out the actions, count to 10 as fast as you can. Nothing
changes if they make what you called before 10, but if they do not, then the slowest group of three
take your place in the middle.
Processing questions:
Did you hope no-one would point at you, or did you hope they would?
Did you ever feel like you were put on the spot during this activity?
Did you have or make fun if someone messed up?
Facilitation / debrief
This activity will not work if group members are not ready to take the risk of being put on the spot, or
are afraid of making fun of themselves. Process the experience.

Elbow tag
Materials required: none
Focus: interacting as a group
Description: everyone stands in a large circle, with a partner. Each pair hooks elbows and places
the remaining hand on their hip. One pair is chosen as “it”. They unhook, with one person chasing
the other. These two run around, whilst everyone else remains still.
In order to avoid being tagged, the person being chased hooks on to the arm of someone in another
pair. The other person in the pair then unhooks and becomes the new person being chased.
If the chaser tags the person being chased, then the roles reverse; just as in a regular tag.
This is a good opportunity to practice some simple problem solving as a group.
Processing questions:
How did you choose who to hook onto? Did you even think about it?
Why is it important to work with everyone in the group?
Facilitation / debrief:
One of the biggest issues a group must deal with is the idea that everyone must be able to work
together, even if they do not generally like one another. This idea highlights the idea of developing a
working relationship with everyone.

Team rescue
Location

The Team Rescue course is located above the Bush Camp Site.

Description
The team rescue course is designed to simulate a search and rescue course. In groups, participants
carry a stretcher around an obstacle course. Instructors are required to have experience in leading
recreation activities and have excellent risk management skills. The rescue course is designed for
personal and team challenges.

Activity notes
Before lesson begins
● Check with Group Leader details regarding participants with allergies and behavioural issues
in the group.
● Ask the participants to sit to watch the safety and skills briefing

Safety Briefing
Tell the Participants
● Wear hats, sun screen refer to Sun Safety Policy
● Wear closed shoes at all times
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Learn Spotting and Carrying the Stretcher techniques and be competent after instruction and
demonstration before being allowed to participate
Stay together as a group – if participants need to leave the area for any reason the group
leader must be informed and permission gained.

Introduction
The team Rescue course is designed to challenge participants personally and in a group situation.
Challenges include balance, cooperation, problem solving, leadership and self-confidence.
Skills Briefing
1. Split the group into two smaller groups
2. This activity is a Team based challenge – communication and co-operation is important
3. The Challenge: the dummy in the Stretcher needs medical help. The Challenge is to carry the
stretcher around the elements without participants touching their feet on the ground.
4. One group will begin the course at the Starting Platform and move through the course using the
Flying Fox as the first Element
5. The Second group will start from the End Platform and move through the elements ending with
the Flying Fox
6. Before each group starts, the Instructor will take both groups around the Team Challenge
Course and point out each Element
7. Each Element will be described with their associated risks (eg tripping hazards)
8. The Assisting Leader will follow the groups moving through the elements
9. The Instructor will supervise the groups using the Flying Fox System
10. Both the Instructor and Assisting Leaders will be watching each group as they move around the
course, looking for potential hazards, group behaviour and correct lifting techniques
11. Participants are taught to lift the Stretchers by slightly bending their knees and keeping their
backs straight
12. Moving around the course is not a race
13. The instructor briefs the participants on the Flying Fox
a. Need to pull the Stretcher across to the End Platform via the Flying Fox
b. To pull the Stretcher across the groups needs to have people at the End Platform
c. The Seat is used to pull people across to the End Platform
d. When the group has people at the End Platform they will need to pull across the
Stretcher
e. Once the Stretcher is across all other group members will need to be pulled across to the
End Platform to finish this Element
14. To pull the Stretcher or Seat across use the Red and Yellow Ropes
15. After the briefing by the Instructor and Participants are given time to set up their Stretcher at their
respective starting points
16. Once the groups have finished the course pack up the Flying Fox system and place in the Team
Challenge Bag
Stretcher and flying fox set up
1. Collect from the green shipping container the following: 2 harnesses & 2 helmets, 2 x metal
stretchers (with safety straps), 2x dummies. This equipment may be left at the team rescue
course during camps; 1 x pulley, 1 x steel carabiner to clip on the pulley, 1 aluminium carabiner
to clip on the bosuns chain /harness or stretcher, 2 x long ropes, 1 x 2m length of white rope.
The following is typically left installed on the course; 2x white rope ladders, overhead wire and
related shackles.
2. Inspect the two stretchers for faults and place the two dummies in each
3. Connect the Pulley to the cable and secure with steel Carabiners to the pulley (see photos in
Sensory course notes)
4. Attach white rope to the pulley Carabiner. The rope is used to carry the stretcher and seat.
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5. Each long rope is to be tied to the pulley carabiner, and either to the platform or tree behind.
Make a loop around and use a bowline knot. These ropes are used by the students to pull
themselves and the stretcher across, and pull equipment back.
6. Students are to use the two triangles on the stretcher straps to connect the stretcher to the white
stretcher rope with a carabiner
7. Bosun's chair: Participants sit in the Seat with their legs though the legs holds of the Seat and a
buckle is tightened behind them.
8. Harness: instructor assists each student into the harness; open the loops, arrange it on the
ground, and have a student step into the harness; through waist loop and into each leg loop.
Have student pull up the harness to waist level, tighten the waist loop then tighten the leg loops

